How to find the Stadthotel Münster!

On foot from the main station (Hauptbahnhof, approx. 15 minutes):

Leave the main exit (Hauptausgang), walk straight ahead along the Windhorststraße, cross the von-Vinke-Straße and after some meters turn left into the Promenade. Follow the Promenade (about 7 min’s walk) past the Ludgeristraße and then turn right into a small alley called Hals. Now cross the Schützenstraße, follow the Krumme Straße and then turn left into the Grüne Gasse. You will find the Stadthotel Münster at the end of the street on the right-hand side.

By bus from the main station (Hauptbahnhof):

Arrival by car via A1 and A43:

**A43 from the west:**
A43 Direction Münster, follow the routing Weseler Straße/B219 follow the sign postings Münster-Zentrum (2.8 km), turn right into Aegidiistraße.

**A1 from the north Osnabrück / Bremen:**
A1 exit 77 Münster-Nord on B54 direction Münster, Hindenburgplatz/B219 (1.1 km), turn left at Aegidiistraße, follow the routing till Aegidiistraße 21 (250 m).

**A1 from the south, Dortmund / Köln (cologne):**
Take the exit Münster-SÜD/A43/B51. Follow the directions for A43.

Please follow the green road signs to the hotel.

---

Have a safe trip! If you have further questions, requests and suggestions we are of course available to you under Phone +49(0)251 4812-0 or Fax +49(0)251 4812-123, per E-Mail: service@stadthotel-muenster.de.